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Abstract—To achieve integration on heterogeneous applica-
tion systems, and ensure reliable transmission of infor-
mation in the manufacturing integrated service platform, 
some technologies and methods are studied, such as the hi-
erarchical architecture, center architecture model, security 
mechanism of J2EE, the integrated architecture, asynchro-
nous communication mode, and advantages of reliable 
transmission of the information oriented middleware. Com-
bine J2EE platform and J2EE connector architecture, an in-
tegrated framework is proposed, which includes client layer, 
middle layer and heterogeneous information system layer. 
With the information oriented middleware and its infor-
mation broker, the framework not only can promote busi-
ness logic which is separated from the client side and server 
side, meet easily the increasingly complex and ever-changing 
needs of the business logic, but also can achieve reliable in-
formation transmission. As a result, it will make develop-
ment and maintenance and application of the manufactur-
ing integrated service platform become more convenient, 
and will provide the integrated heterogeneous application 
systems with reliable communications services. 
 
Index Terms—integrated services, heterogeneous applica-
tion integration, distributed system architecture, integrated 
framework, information oriented middleware, asynchro-
nous communications, reliable information transmission 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The manufacturing integrated services platform(abbr. 
MISP) is a services platform based on service oriented 
architecture, which contains several modules such as the 
virtual designing and manufacturing centers, the sharing 
system of advantages of resource for manufacturing, the 
e-business service system, the self-designed system for 
industry, the platform of public services, the platform of 
management and maintenance, etc. The target of MISP is 
to break through the traditional service model based on 
information delivery and provide integrated services to 
manufacturing industries, such as key product innovation, 
network manufacture, sharing of preponderant human re-
sources and facilities and technology, commodity catalog 
display, logistics information management. However, the 
platform involves in a variety of heterogeneous applica-

tion systems, for instance, the CAD, PDM, ERP, SCM, 
CRM, collaborative management. These software sys-
tems provided by different software use different data 
format, term names and definitions, even with the same 
concept. Which leads application system integration is 
very difficult to achieve.  

With business expansion of MISP, a variety of distrib-
uted systems need to be interconnected and work collabo-
rative, in order to meet needs of integrated services. At 
the mean while, the development of information tech-
nique and network provide us a strong technical support 
for the automation of data flows and business operation, 
and development of electronic business. The various ap-
plications can run on different computers, even on cross-
system or across networks. How to integrate these appli-
cations effectively, maintain a good communication be-
tween different applications, and truly display advantages 
of the cross-platform application integration [1], are key 
issues to be solved. Therefore, solving the problem of 
heterogeneous application integration has become one of 
the important works of the project. 

More and more communications between the applica-
tions not only require that sender and receiver applica-
tions are online simultaneously, but also require that they 
know the application interface of each other. But, the ac-
tual situation is: the applications were not always online; 
faults of network hardware are inevitable; there are some 
network information congestions [2] caused by sudden 
network data flow; some applications need to be pro-
cessed immediately, some others need not. Therefore, in-
formation transmission reliability between applications is 
getting increasingly outstanding.  

J2EE (Java2 Enterprise Edition) [3] platform is one of 
the dominant platform to support the distributed enter-
prise application. It is a kind of EAI (Enterprise Applica-
tion Integration) [4] platform based on the open standard. 
Using the J2EE platform as the enterprise integration ser-
vices platform, one can simplify the development of ap-
plication model which is component based. Therefore, 
J2EE has been widely accepted as preferred platforms for 
the development of enterprise level server-side solutions. 
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II.  THE INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK OF MISP 

A.  The Hierarchical Architecture of J2EE 
J2EE is a kind of architecture to simplify development 

and management of a number of complex enterprise solu-
tions with multilevel. J2EE using component design ideas, 
provides a component-based approach to implement the 
multilayer distributed application model. The application 
logic is divided into components according to the func-
tions of various applications, and these components dis-
tributed in different machines according to their level. In 
addition, the J2EE server provides underlying services in 
the form of a container [5] for every component types. 
The container in the J2EE architecture is a standard com-
ponent execution environment that provides special ser-
vices for components. It is responsible for loading com-
ponents and allows the client program calls it distant. It 
also provides component pooling and transaction coordi-
nation, data storage access control services, etc. The 
component in the J2EE architecture is an application or a 
software unit that supported by container. The hierar-
chical architecture of J2EE is usually divided into client 
layer, middle layer and database layer [6], as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1.  The hierarchical architecture of J2EE 

The client layer supports a variety of client types, these 
clients can be a web browser using static HTML or dy-
namic pages that JSP (Java Server Pages) supported, and 
also can be relatively independent of the client-side Java 
applications, such as some of applet running in network 
systems. 

The middle layer includes two containers which are the 
web container and the EJB (Enterprise Java Beans) [7] 
container. It is also include the business logic of applica-
tions and some relative services, for example, JNDI (Java 
Naming and Directory Interface) [8], JMS (Java Message 
Service) [9], etc. 

JSP and Servlet in the web container accept the HTTP 
requests, from the clients, and response them. Then it 
sends the treated client information to the Beans of EJB 
for encapsulation. 

The EJB container is mainly composed of EJB applica-
tion components based on J2EE. The EJB component is a 
server-side component. It allows us to develop distributed 
and object-oriented enterprise applications in Java, and to 
simplify the whole developing process. The business log-
ic code to solve or to meet some special fields is per-
formed by the enterprise beans running in the EJB con-
tainer. 

The session bean is a kind of business process compo-
nent. It represents business process object, and executes 
the business logic, arithmetic, rules and the business 
workflow. Also, it is a reusable component with business 
process logic. At a given time, session bean is available 
for only one client and cannot be shared with other clients. 

The Entity bean is a kind of data component, and it 
represents database or data object of enterprise applica-
tions. In this bean, the bottom data is mapped to the 
memory in form of object for other components used. In 
essence, the entity bean has the function to implementa-
tion the data access logic. 

The interaction between the web container and the EJB 
container is realized by means of RMI (Remote Method 
Invocation)/IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) [10]. In 
which ORB (Object Request Broker) is a kind of mid-
dleware that can locate service object and use it. 

The database layer consists of one or more database 
systems, and in which, it may be include stored procedure 
and data access relative logic model. The middle layer 
connects the distributed heterogeneous database via 
JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) [11]. 

B. The Center Architecture Model of J2EE 
Usually the center architecture model of J2EE applica-

tions can be classified as "Model-View-Controller"[12], 
as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2.  The center architecture model of J2EE 

View is a screen, which is presented to the users. It 
should have application data to present information to the 
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users. However, the view does not contain the determined 
data source. Model contains and manages the determined 
data source from all application objects. So, when the 
model updates the data, the changes must be notified to 
the view. In this way, the view can transmits and displays 
the correct and updated information to the users. 

Controller component is used to control user actions 
processing. The user action on the screen is split with the 
controller component, and these actions are handled by 
the application. So, the application design can be more 
flexible. There has been a demarcation point between the 
model and view. This is to loosen the coupling of view 
and model (front-end and back-end), when the controller 
component handles the user’s requests and calls of the 
function. 

Model is the application’s business logic components. 
The data from the model can be used as value objects, 
XML data, event objects, etc., which is passed to the Web 
container. "Model-View-Controller" is based on event-
driven. In this model, users can browse the data and re-
ceives the updated data simultaneously. Or, when data is 
changed, the view or the controller will need to return to 
the backend model to obtain new data, and to respond by 
the view in the ultimate. Therefore, the interaction with 
the user includes the view and controller components. 

C.  The Security Mechanism of J2EE Architecture 
Access control is the core of J2EE security service, and 

the essence of access control is that the subject access to 
objects is limited. Whether a subject can access the object 
is according to the subject access right [13]. 

J2EE provide a development standard for applications. 
The application can be no hard-coded security strategy, 
and so applications can be bind with a declarative securi-
ty strategy and put it into application components assem-
bly sets. The security model using J2EE security strategy 
can be applied to any operating environment which is 
compatible with J2EE, and it can be deployed in any ap-
plication server which is compatible with J2EE.  

In the J2EE security model, some mechanisms have 
been comprehensive applied, which are identification, au-
thorization, data integrity and data confidentiality, etc. 
And the model has been used in various layers of the ar-
chitecture to ensure the safety of the whole system. In the 
J2EE environment, component safety has the responsibil-
ity of the container in which is the component. When 
programmers develop the component procedure, the safe-
ty code was not or seldom considered. Just for the safety 
logic and business logic are relatively independent; the 
enterprise applications in the J2EE environment can get a 
good flexibility and expansibility. 

The J2EE security model is the role based model [14]. 
In the model, the resource access right is assign to the 
roles and each role assign the right to its users. To check 
whether the user has the access right, the server checks 
which role the user belongs to and whether roles have this 
right. When there are interactions between the client-side 
container and the EJB application server, the security 
mechanism provides two ways to realize the interconnec-
tion, which are authorization interface and authentication 
interface. 

J2EE platform provides a simple development envi-
ronment for programmers; it is expansible and easy to in-
tegrate with existing system and Legacy system. At the 
same time, programmers can flexibly select the servers, 
the tools and other components according with them-
selves demand. And then, it provides some system level 
services such as naming, transaction and security. In the-
se services, transaction is a kind of very important items 
in J2EE, and one of the transactions API (Application 
Program Interface) provides various interfaces to meet 
different user demands. 

J2EE container also provides audit functions in order 
to facilitate the container to evaluate the security strategy 
imposed on it; it is a security-related event logging be-
havior to enable the user or the system accountable for 
their actions. 

D. The Integration Framework of MISP 
J2EE platform has its advantages of powerful trans-

plantable capability and good cross platform capability, 
and has advantages of good maintainability and high se-
curity. The relative independence between different lay-
ers in J2EE architecture makes it more agility. The com-
ponent and OOP have been introduced to make the mod-
els easy to reuse, so programming in the J2EE environ-
ment can simplify the developing procedure and increase 
the programming efficiency. J2EE connector architecture 
[15] can lessen integration area and simplify application 
development, and EIS (Enterprise Information System) 
integration by means of developing tools becoming easier 
[16]. So that, combination of J2EE platform and J2EE 
connector architecture to complete the EAI (as shown in 
Fig. 3), can provide a useful reference for drafting an EAI 
solution and give an advanced practicable method for 
constructing an enterprise system in a more rapid and 
more effective way, and select a good platform for devel-
oping enterprise level server-side program in the project. 

 
Figure 3.  The integration framework of MISP based on J2EE 
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The client layer downloads statics HTML pages or dy-
namic HTML pages which generated from JSP or servlet; 
runs an independent client program or applet programs 
oriented network; and accesses Enterprise Beans bypass 
representation layer. 

The middle layer includes two layers, which are the 
representation logic layer and the business logic layer. 
The representation logic layer consists of web page, ap-
plet and servlet which can display HTML pages. It calls 
servlet and HTML page corresponding to the JSP page, 
and pack them with web component when applications 
were composed. The business logic layer reflects and 
deals with business process. Business codes to resolve or 
to satisfy a special field were executed by the enterprise 
beans in business logic layer. 

The heterogeneous information system layer runs en-
terprise information system software, such as ERP, PDM 
(Product Data Management), CAD, DBMS (Database 
Management System) and other Legacy information sys-
tems [17]. 

Servlet is a server side program written in Java. It has 
mainly functions which to browse and to modify data in-
teractively, to generate dynamic web content, and it is in-
dependent of the protocols and platform. JSP bases on the 
text, generating a servlet by means of container, so the 
content and its display is separated in it. EJB defines a 
bean class component and relates to the web layer via dis-
tance call. JDBC is an interface independent of the spe-
cific DBMS. It provides a common mechanism and a 
common bottom application programming interface, the 
mechanism access to SQL database and storage structure, 
the interface support the basic SQL function. J2EE com-
ponents are easy to implement the migration between var-
ious vendor products that the J2EE-compatible contain-
er/server. 

J2EE connector architecture defines a series of mecha-
nisms called agreement, which ensure the EIS, the appli-
cation server and enterprise applications can be integrated 
easily. At the same time, these mechanisms are between 
the J2EE application server and EIS, and they have been 
designed to be scalable, secure, and transaction oriented. 
The connector architecture also defines a client interface 
API, and allows J2EE application components access dif-
ferent EIS structures. 

If EIS vendors want to join the connector system, he 
must support the connector’s agreement which provides 
the EIS resource adapter that can be embedded into the 
J2EE-compliant application server. J2EE connector sys-
tem is an integration technology based on J2EE. So that, 
application integration project will not only be able to 
connect to an existing enterprise systems, but also be able 
to connect to the web and other applications. The con-
nector system is mainly used to simplify the integration 
of J2EE components and the EIS integration process. 

E. Some Key Technologies of the Integration Framework 
For enterprise level distributed applications, J2EE de-

fines abundance of technical standards, and defines re-
sponding development tools and API according to these 
standards, so it provides a strong support for the devel-
opment of enterprise-level applications. These technolo-

gies include database access [18], distributed communica-
tions [19], native interfaces [20], etc. 

1) Java Native Interface 
Java Native Interface (abbr. JNI) has been integrated 

into the standard J2EE platform, which allows Java code 
directly interacting with local shared binary libraries of a 
specific operating system and hardware platforms. So JNI 
provides a method can integrate traditional application 
codes written in other languages to Java enterprise appli-
cations. If C or C++ is the target platform language, cre-
ate a JNI based code conversion is very convenient, be-
cause Java platform has provided the code conversion 
support of these languages. Deficiencies of using JNI are  
memory resources and the thread resources in 
JNI.Threading code values in shared libraries are man-
aged in different ways, so we must carefully consider the 
mismatch problems of these resources when we using JNI. 
Therefore, using JNI as the main method of EAI solutions 
is suitable for simple enterprise application integration. 

2) EJB Technology 
EJB is an important part of J2EE. It is a server-side 

component, which use Java language to develop distrib-
uted, object-oriented enterprise applications, and can 
simplify the whole development process. Usually, EJB 
components cannot run separately, but running in EJB 
container. EJB container is a running environment that 
the EJB component exists and executes, and it manages 
the EJB components including its security, its concurren-
cy, its transaction management and other details. EJB 
components are free from the constraints of the server 
relevance, so the application system can be developed in 
an EJB environment, and be deployed in other environ-
ments. With the change in demand, application systems 
can be migrated without modification to other more pow-
erful, more complex server. Using EJB component tech-
nology can effectively carry out software reuse, improve 
developer productivity, reduce software costs in devel-
opment and maintenance, improve software quality and 
reduce the complexity of systems construction. 

3) Database Access 
Both in the traditional or future enterprise information 

systems, database occupy an important position. Devel-
opment of distributed systems requires database access 
with good flexibility and scalability. JDBC is an interface 
that is independence of the specific database management 
systems. It provides a common mechanism to access SQL 
database and storage structure, and provides a common 
bottom application programming interface to support the 
basic SQL function. It is provides a uniform user inter-
face for different database and provides a variety of data-
base connection. JDBC API provided by J2EE makes a 
variety of database operations easy and feasible. 

4) Distributed Communication Technology 
J2EE framework provides a variety of communication 

modes for web applications and EJB applications. Java 
RMI can implement the distance communication between 
Java objects. Java IDL (Java Interface Definition Lan-
guage) can implement the distance object communication 
that met to CORBA (Common Object Request Broker 
Architecture) specification. 
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JNDI provides a standard naming interface to access 
remote objects in distributed systems.  

JMS defines a set of specifications for developing 
messaging middleware applications. Java clients and Java 
middle layer accessing JMS messaging system implement 
a complex application, as long as the definition of a JMS 
simple interface without paying attentions to the underly-
ing technical details. 

III. RELIABLE INFORMATION TRANSMISSION OF MISP 

A. Information Oriented Middleware 
Synchronous communication [21] is usually used in a 

communications environment that needs to respond and 
confirm between sender and receiver. Because each re-
spond to the sender and receiver is required, they are a 
tightly coupling relationship. Since synchronous commu-
nication requires a reliable network environment, it is not 
suitable the MISP for information transmission. 

When use asynchronous communication [22] to 
achieve the information transmission, the client can 
achieve trans-information in the case that session connec-
tion is not established. In other words, when the infor-
mation is sent, the client of receiving end does not need 
to run; the information broker may used as a recipient of 
the information. If it fails, the information broker will 
continue to re-send. This asynchronous method can be 
used in that the network conditions are not very reliable, 
and the congestion problem of the information can be 
solved well. 

The middleware is a software layer between operating 
systems (includes the underlying communication proto-
cols) and various distributed application systems [23]. It 
implements the request of communication between soft-
ware systems by means of predefined interface and in-
formation.  The middleware is a support tool to build en-
terprise application integration. With the middleware, the 
interconnection and sharing issues of multiple heteroge-
neous data sources in the network distributed environ-
ments are solved, and collaborative work between various 
applications is implemented, as shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4.  The place of middleware in application system 

The basic objectives of the middleware is to help  pro-
grammers can develop some application systems,  such  
as  the distributed Client/Server applications, end-and-end 
applications, even distributed object oriented applications,  
without deeply understanding of the communication pro-
tocols, accessing method of heterogeneous database and 
variety of operating  environment. 

Information Oriented Middleware (abbr. IOM) is a 
kind of middleware which supply information transmis-
sion service for applications. Using effective and reliable 
information transmission mechanism, IOM passes infor-
mation cross the different hardware networks, different 
operating systems and applications which worked on the 
various network protocols. Based on the digital commu-
nication technology, IOM integrates distributed applica-
tions (as shown in Fig. 5). Just because these functions, 
IOM plays a very important role in MISP. 

 
Figure 5.  General frame of IOM 

There are many advantages of IOM. It can connect the 
server and client in synchronization model or asynchro-
nous models, and it can pass or store-forward information 
anytime. For above reasons, it is better than remote pro-
cedure call. In addition, IOM does not occupy substantive 
network bandwidth and tracks transactions. By means of 
storing transactions in disk, it can recover system after 
fault occurs. So, IOM is suitable for the distributed envi-
ronments which require reliable data transmission cross-
ing many processes. 

In the information transmission mechanism, there are 
two important concepts, one is information, and another 
is queue. 

The information is needed to be passed between the 
sender and receiver, and it can be various forms media, 
for instance text, sound, image, and so on. The content 
and format of information usually defined by the mutual 
negotiation that both in the sender and the receiver. 

The general format of information is composed of in-
formation header, effective payload of information, and 
information behavior, as shows in Fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6.  The general format of information 

The information header includes the source and desti-
nation of the information. The effective load means actual 
data witch included in the information, for examples, re-
fresh database, query database, and insert a table, etc. In 
the header, the receiver address, information length, in-
formation type, the blocking level of information trans-
mission, and the other control information of the infor-
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mation, for examples, the lifecycle of information and the 
value of time out, are included. 

The queue is a sharable storage area for both the send-
er and the receiver. It may be in the memory or in a phys-
ical file. The information can be sent in two modes: ex-
press mode and recoverable mode. In the express mode, 
to realize the fast information transmission, the infor-
mation is saved in the memory rather than physical disk, 
to catch a high-speed processing ability; but in the recov-
erable mode, to get a better fault recovery ability, at each 
step in the passing procedure, the information is written 
into the physical disc. 

1) Information Communication Model 
In IOM, asynchronous communication model was be 

used. The information sender only sends information with 
pay no mind to waiting receiver’s answer, at the same 
time, the receiver needless to deal with the sender re-
quirement at the IOM of information is received. The log-
ic relation and the structure of information are defined by 
the program itself. In IOM the asynchronous mode deals 
with the information in two methods: information queue 
model and publish-subscriber model [24].  

2) Information Queue Model 
In the information queue model, many senders save his 

information in one queue, and many receivers fetch his 
information from the same one queue. The queue is deal 
with in continuous, and usually FIFO (First-In First-Out) 
rule is followed [25]. The information can be fetched 
from the queue by only one receiver, once the infor-
mation is fetched, the other receivers cannot get it. Fig.7 
is an example of information queue model. In this exam-
ple, an application system sends information to IOM 
server in information queue model. I1，I2，I3，I4 are 
some information, and they follow the FIFO rules. The 
receiver applications only fetch the information at one 
time. For instance, I1 is first out, and is fetched by appli-
cation E, and then I2 is fetched by application D. The in-
formation cannot be fetched by two or more application 
systems. 

 
Figure 7.  Information queue example 

3) Publish/Subscriber Model 
In Publish/Subscriber model, information is usually 

generated as an event result, so this model is also called 
event-driven information model. In this model, the pub-
lisher is used to generate information, and the subscriber 
subscribes the information that they interested, receives 

the information he subscribed to, and triggered by some 
certain events. 

Basic factors of Pub/Sub model include publisher, sub-
scriber, information title, and passing mechanism. 
Pub/Sub model permits many subscriber fetch the same 
information. Fig.8 shows the information model of 
Pub/Sub. 

 
Figure 8.  Pub/Sub information model 

B. Reliability of Information Transmission 
As a part of IOM, functions of information broker 

middleware (basic structure shows as Fig. 9) become in-
creasingly obvious in MISP. For the reason of the distrib-
uted business units scattered, various applications run on 
the different software and hardware platform, in distrib-
uted environment. 

 
Figure 9.  Basic structure of information broker 

Information broker middleware mainly supply the ne-
cessity functions of applications integrated, such as data 
passing, collection, translation, filtering, mapping, and 
routing, etc. It shield difference of hardware, databases, 
information formats and communication protocols, en-
sure high effective and convenient communication from 
one application to others. 

The steps of information transmission and dealing with 
information in persistence and reliable shows as follows: 
(as Fig. 10 shows). 
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Figure 10.  Information transmission step 

In Fig.10, the continuous line and arrow represents ef-
fectively loaded information, the dash line and arrow rep-
resents control information. 

1) Information Generation 
Step1: The client runtime sends the information from 

generator to the broker through the connection. 
In the case that passing mode was set as persistence 

mode (an assuring transmission, means to transmit infor-
mation and transmit it only one time, even if the broker is 
wrong), the broker sends the control information back to 
the client runtime as default. The broker validates that the 
information has been sent to the target, and saves infor-
mation in the broker’s database. The send () function of 
generator is prevented until the validation is received. 
This validation is transparent for the target client of per-
sistence information. 

In the case that passing mode was set as no persistence 
mode. The broker does not send the control information 
back to the client runtime as default. But, if one knows 
whether broker received the no persistence information, 
the sender can enable the broker validation. In fact, the 
broker validation must be enabled for the broker to slow-
down the information generating speed, if the targets 
memory bound is reached. 

2) Information Processing and Routing 
Step2: Broker reads information from the connection 

and sends it to the targets. 
Step3: Broker saves the persistence information into 

data store. 
This step assures that broker will not lose the persis-

tence information before it was received by the targets. It 
means that the broker has to save the information in per-
sistence data store, when the information arrived at its 
physical target. If the broker is wrong for some reasons, 
the information can be recovery and sent to the subscriber. 

Step4: The broker sends a validation to client runtime 
of generator. 

Step5:  The broker determines the information routing. 
Step6:  Broker writes the information to the appropri-

ate connection, and marks the information using the sub-
scriber’s unique identifier. 

3) Using Information 
Step7:  The client runtime of subscriber pass the in-

formation from the connection to the subscriber. 
Step8:  The client runtime of the subscriber sends in-

formation used validation to the broker. 

The broker is waiting for the validation from the cli-
ents, once gets it, deleting the information from targets. 
There are some different regulation validation modes re-
spectively represented different grades of reliability. The 
clients’ validations can apply to individual information, 
information groups and transactions. 

The transaction is a method which is a working unit 
combines information generation and/or use of one or 
more information. In this case, the validation from the 
fore mentioned client runtime server and the broker run 
on the transaction level by default. The broker validation 
is sent automatically, as soon as the transaction is submit-
ted. 

When the information is generating or using in a trans-
action, each sending and receiving process is tracked and 
completes them until the client sent a submission request. 
If failure of the given sending or receiving happens, ex-
ception handling will be toggled. The client may ignore it, 
retry it and roll it back, to deal with the abnormity. All 
operations are finished as soon as transaction is submitted 
successfully, and all operations are canceled if there is a 
rolling back. 

4) Terminate Lifecycle of Information 
Step9:  The broker answers the client validation, and 

deletes the information in the targets and data store data-
base, after it can confirm that all the validations have 
been received. 

If there is something wrongs with the brokers or the 
connection, the broker perhaps cannot get the client vali-
dations, and retransfer all information which was trans-
ferred before but didn’t received the client validations, 
and mark it with a retransfer tag. 

When the information cannot send out, the system will 
give up it or put it into the dead information queue. This 
method is adopted according to the actionable prevented 
factors. 

The information was given up in case of can’t be sent 
out successfully and not in use: 

a. Purge one or more information in targets using man-
agement tools. 

b. Had been deleted or redefined a long-term subscrip-
tion, so it caused the information can’t be sent out. 

However, in the following situations, the information 
will be treating as dead information and put it into the 
dead information queue according to its behaviors con-
figured: 

a. Information timeout, that’s means the passing sec-
tion takes longer time than timeout value setting in the in-
formation title. 

b. The information consumed the memory more than 
the threshold; a delete restricted behavior has been called. 

c. The client abnormity lead the failed passing infor-
mation that cannot be used. 

It can hold this kind of information and put them into 
dead information queue. At the same time, it set the spe-
cial information queue attribute value to sign when and 
why put them here. 

Step10:  Information server sent a validation to the cli-
ent runtime that the committed validation was treated, 
and needless to send it again. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

An open application integration framework based on 
the J2EE platform, not only can meet the needs of hetero-
geneous application integration, but also can minimize 
the complexity of enterprise application integration. Be-
cause that it introduces web services support, it can also 
improve the flexibility of the system. Through the im-
plementation of integration, MISP not only largely elimi-
nates information discontinuous between different infor-
mation systems communication, such that they can 
achieve very good seamless integration, but also truly re-
flects its functions in the enterprise management. In the 
framework, each component must be able to manage the 
data and a variety of business rules with the correct 
method, and implement business constraints. 

It has a better effect to use of heterogeneous applica-
tion integration solutions based on IOM. Because it can 
pass information without connect the sender and receiver 
synchronously, and has very strong transmission protec-
tion by request and answer, even the communication of 
sender and receiver was happened in different times, and 
can provide defense communications and logs. IOM 
guarantee the information transmission without lost by 
means of powerful technique. IOM has a log files, check-
ing and error recovery. In conclusion, functions of IOM 
were mainly reflects on two aspects: one is application in-
tegration, the other is to insure reliable communication 
cross applications. IOM provides reliable, asynchronies 
and loose coupling communication service to guarantee 
data passing, and provides a reliable information service 
for distributed applications. 
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